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The following communication dated 19 July 1977 from the 
Permanent Representative of the Republic of Singapore to the 
United Nations to the Chairman of the Committee on contributions 
is submitted to the Committee for its consideration. 

11 On behalf of the Government of the Republic of Singapore, I 

have the honour to present herewith, through Your Excellency to the 

Committee on Contributions, a formal appeal by the Singapore Government 

for a reduction in the assessment of Singapore's contribution to the 

United Nations Regular Budget. 

nUpon the recommendation of the Committee on Contributions, the 

scale of assessments for Singapore was increased.by the United Nations 

General Assemb~ at its 31st session, from Oe04 percent to 0.08 percent 

of the United Nations Regular Budget. In the consideration of the Singapore 

Government, presented fUlly in the paper attached as an annex to this 

letter, the increase recommended for Singapore, representing a percentage 

increase of 100 percent, is grossly excessive. Taking into account all 

relevant criteria and factors, I respectfully submit that the correct 

determinatioil of the scale of assessments in the case of Singapore, as 

shown in the annex, would result in a scale of assessmen~not exceeding 

0. 05 percent for Singapore. 
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11 Pending t'ull consideration by the Committee on Contributions of 

this appeal, I am to inform Your Excellency that my Government will withhold 

Singapore's share of contributions to the United Nations Regular Budget 

for 1977, and to request the Committee on Contributions, through Your 

Excellency, to advise the General Assembly of this appeal, in accordance 

with Rule 160 of its Rules of Procedure. 11 

~ 
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The Urdted Nations General Assembly adopted a resolution whereby 

all member States of the United Nations would have to pay their contributions 

to the United Nations Regular Budget accardi~ to the new scale of assessment 

decided by the Committee on Contributions, for a one-year period only (1977). 

This Scale of Assessment will be reviewed at the next session of the United 

Nations General Assembly in 1977e The principal criterion used by the 

United Nations Committee on Contributions to measure the capacity to pay 

is national incomeo Per capita income is used as the criterion to calculate 

the relief for adjusting the contrib~tion by those countries whose per capita 

income is below US$1,800. Singaporecs scale of assessment is hence raised 

from Oao4% to o.o8~ based on the uniform application of the income criterion 

to Singapore .. 

2 It is unfortunate that the convenient but misleading per capita 

income criterion is being used to assess the development status and inter-

national obligations of a country® This is too simplistic an approach 

reflecting a lack of appreciation of the problems of middle-income developing 

countries especially small island economies of which Singapore is an exemple. 

3 The United Nations Committee on Contributions used absolute values 

of 1972-1974 nominal GDP eonverted into US$ terms and compared these with 

that for 1969-1971 as the measure of increased capacity to pay. In applying 

this methodology to Singapore, two obvious distortions entered the computation 

of Singapore's shre of the Budget. 
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4 First1y, the S$ appreciated against the US$ by about 20% in the 

comparative periods between 1969-1971 to 1972··1974. The mere conversion 

of S$GDP to US$ therefore inflated Singapore's 1972-1974 GDP in US$ terms 

by 20% compared to 1969-1971 (please see A~nex I Table t). 

5 Second1y, in 1972-1974 because of the greater vulnerability of 

Singapore's open economy to the inflationary influence of the energy crisis 

and the food shortage Singapore experienced abnormally high rates of inflation 

which inflated its nominal GDP during these years. Taking OECD's rate of 

inflation of 8.2% as the world average, Singapore's rate of inflation of 

11.8% further inflated its nominal GDP by 3.6% compared with nominal world 

GDP (please see Annex I Table II). 

6 The above 2 factors together distorted Singapore's comparative 

1972-1974 nominal GDP in US$ terms by 24%. Allowing for these distortions 

Singapore's contribution to the UN Budget should therefore be lowered from 

the share of 0.08% computed by the United Nations Committee to 0.06% 

(i.e. o.o8% x 76%). 

7 On the same consideration Singapore's per capita income in 1974 

of US$2,240 should be adjusted downwards by 24% to US$1,702 (i.e. US$2,240 x 76%)o 

Singapore's obvious deficiency in natural resource wealth reinforces the validity 

of this downward adjustment for international comparisons. Since Singapore 

is a city-state economy with only a negligible rural sector, its per capita 

income has a city-state upward bias for comparative purposes. To make 

allowance for international comparison, an adjustment has to be made to 
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income. 'This is 

done by as that S anothl::r ln the 

agricu.ltural sector with a :per income equal .Malaysia 1 s 

1971-1- per income (not an ut!reasona],le considering 

that Singapore was onee par·t. of' j_a) l~ With this 131.ddit:i.onal 131.djustment 

S ingapcr e ? s per :tncome in should be ( ~?02 X 600/o + 

US$680 x ~·a%). Since t:.tdB usted per income i.s below the United 

Nations Committee s eriterion e is therefore also 

entitled for lm<J pe..r ta incmue relief the United Nations 

formula for .relief~ 

l 

After applying the relief the us ted share of Sifigapm"e f s 

contribution be 0 •. (io " O. X ). 

8 .~ e 'B shtth!'e should be .from o.o4% to 

0 05of '""t · • , . . .. ~ • 1o.. J..LllS J.ncrease or :l..s more in line w:l..th the increases for the 

richer ies like Venezuela >s- (54~ ) and Kuwait (77 .8$). 

9 The of the Ul:1ited Nation,s Committee on Contributions noted 

that national :inctH1le may be s ne·t worth or wealth as a 

measurement of capac to applic:abili ty is not 

:feas becam~e data were for a few .:'!ountr ies as was noted 

by the Unit·ed Nations Committeell this should nt.:lt eX<!lude the application 

to Singapore s ca.se where t;he merits of the wealth criterion is obvious. 
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10 Information on Singapore's deficiency in net wealt~ is readily 

available. Singapore is a small.island of area 586.4 sq km. Due to its limited 

land and natural resources, Singapore has to import practically most of its 

food and other requirements at prices beyond its control. It does not have 

agricultural resources and mining to fall back on in less for·tunate times. 

Agriculture and quarrying only account for 2 .. 1% of Singa.pcr e 's GDP. All 

fuel and power and even some water requirements are imported. 

11 The small size of the domestic market and the economy's poverty 

in natural resources lead necessarily to a high level of dependence on 

foreign markets, capital and technology. Foreign investment accounted 

for 6C1'/o of the increment of gross fixed asset in the manufacturing sector. 

The lack of natural resources has led Singapore to depend on external 

sources of supply giving rise to a large trade deficit. Singapore's trade 

gap as a share of total GDP amounted to 52% in 1976 and 53% in 1974. If 

this indicator is adopted as one of the criteria for assessing our inter-

national obligations, the table at Annex II shows that Singapore would 

rank lower than countries like Greece, Ireland and Spain which rank lower 

than Singapore in terms of per capita GDP. 

12 These glaring deficiencies in wealth for Singapore invalidate the 

use of income criterion as a measure of ability to pay. The absence of a 

supporting agricultural base is a natural economic constraint but the use 

of the income and per capita income criteria as measures of ability to pay 



unfairly penalizes city-state economies e It is felt. that 2:'lhcmld 

criterion be used for international comparison, the income 

city-state should be compared rightly with the income of 

not with other economies with a supporting agricultural sector~ 

income 

's 

:t and 

13 l"'b.ere is also an upward bias in Singapore's per 

to other developing countries® The small size of the S 

compared 

e economy and 

the high degree of monetisation render statistical coverage easie~:c than 

developing countries with larger population and geographical 

It is felt thatthe United Nations Committee on 

should re~cousider the criterion used for assessment~ in for 

Singapore as it merits special consideration due to its special e<!onomic 

circumstances. In adopting the per capita income criterion~ it can be 

seen that very little or no consideration has been given tot he ~m.'\!,ll 

physical size and resource poverty of Singapore's island econom,y~ its 

very open economic structure and its great dependence on markets, 

imports of food, energy, raw materials and capital goods, and 

investment and technology. At the Commonwealth Finance Minis ' Meeting 

in Hong Kong in 1976, recognition was given to the problems and re8ource 

needs of middle-income developing countries, with Ministers 

international financial institutions to "pay due regard in their 

and programmes to the special problems of the middle-income 

on 

ies 

countries particularly the small and resource-poor is land economies ll 

s.nd not to rely exclusively on a calculated per capita income criterion 

in determining their resource needs and eligibilities e 
11 
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Table I: lxebaftp late: Singapore Dolla.r Per US Dollar (average) 

~ m.9. 1m. !1l.l !21.3. !2.V! .!272 

3.0792 3.~ 3.0267 2.8092 2.~436 2.4369 2.3713 

!able II& Int"latioru Siqapare Vs O!X:D Countries 

(' umual inereue) 

GDP deflator 

Period 
Singapore OECD 

1972 5.7 5.0 

1973 13.2 7.5 

1974 16.5 12.2 

1975 3.3 10.5 

....... 1912-1914 11.8 8.2 

~ 
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COMPARISON OF TRADE OAFS 

(l) (2) 
Country GDP Trade Gap 

Singapore 5.6 -2.7 

Greece 18 .. 5 -2.4 

Ireland 6.3 -1.2 

Spain 57.3 -4.6 

--·· ... --------- ··--· --- --~-------- ~--

, 
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Billion US Dollars 

' 

(2) as 1o of (1) 

48.,0 

13.0 

19.0 

8~0 

- ~- ~-

Note: All figures are based on 1974 data except 
for Spain which is based on 1973. 


